Abstract—Given the increasing popularity of social media channels for influential consumption mechanisms, this research aims to evaluate socioeconomic factors with Pinterest behaviors, underpinned by consumer behavior characteristics. Strategic recommendations are also proposed for marketing managers to optimize their usage of Pinterest. An online questionnaire was completed by a sample of 50 Pinterest users, while 4 face-to-face interviews were conducted with the aim of providing a framework for enhanced use of Pinterest. Findings indicated that virtual exploration is seen as a key Pinterest motivator, supported by the top pinboard rankings of Food, DIY, and Home. Secondly, occupation and family status were the two most significant socioeconomic factors that influence behavioral uses of Pinterest. A concentrated population between ages 25-34, representing higher income households and occupations consisting of Teachers and Business Professionals, exemplified the highest usage and self-efficacy of Pinterest. Low frequency of actual consumption through Pinterest, resulting in high visual consumption, curation of pins, and pinning behaviors were apparent throughout all socioeconomic factors, however the minimal actual consumption can be improved upon, as ease-of-use features are enhanced to embedded e-commerce and online blogs.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The rising popularity and advancement in capabilities of Pinterest has encouraged researchers to examine varying objectives in its use, including consumer behavior [1, 2], motivations [3] and influential characteristics [3, 4], to illustrate the purposeful use of Pinterest. Pinterest allows users to collect, organize and share image-based content among their online community, representing their personal interests [4], tastes and inspirations [1], as well as providing an infrastructure to discover, collect, collaborate and publish [5]. Furthermore, Pinterest provides a means for consumers and marketers to identify trending themes [3], especially given an estimated two thirds of pins are related to specific brands or products [2]. One study [3] examined user preferences to use image-based social media for consumer related activities, rather than social media sites, where the emphasis was placed on textual content or a combination of image and text-based content.

Emerging definitions of consumer behavior, such as “a psychological state that occurs through interactive, co-creative consumer experiences with a focal agent/objective” [6] reinforces the changing environment of consumer behavior through technological developments and increased presence of social media. Brands have begun to realize the benefits of leveraging consumer engagement on social media platforms and identifying individuals’ influences [7, 8], where not only can brand awareness and reputation strengthen, but also distribution of information to large audiences in a cost-effective manner is achievable [9, 10], while pursuing high volume traffic towards the brand via social media [1, 8].

Furthermore, popularity to examine influences and uses of Pinterest amongst researchers has risen over the past few years, particularly around electronic Word-Of-Mouth (eWOM) behaviors of “liking, sharing, following, collecting and pinning” or rather termed “social curation,” resembling a digital library [4, 11, 12]. Based on recent trends in consumer behavior, focused on the use of Pinterest as the medium, this study aims to critically evaluate the influences of consumer behavior through users’ socioeconomic status, with the aim of providing relevant information about key socioeconomic factors that have been neglected in past research. This study will examine two research questions, encompassing the topics of consumer behavior through Pinterest, underpinned by the influences of socioeconomic factors as well as a comparison of actual and visual consumption behaviors, thus leading to the following questions:

- Does socioeconomic status influence an individual to use Pinterest for consumption?
- Does the use of Pinterest translate into actual consumption or remain as visual consumption?

II. RELATED WORK

A. Consumption of Pins – Visual Consumption

Consumption, underpinned by the motivation of physically attaining a specific goal or item, encourages the consumer to closely evaluate which social media medium they prefer in order to optimize the attainment of the goal [3]. Visual consumption, on the other hand, is defined by the curation or collection of pins (images) and is an inherent feature of Pinterest, whereas actual, physical consumption of the image may not be the consumer’s end-goal [3, 4]. Although a consumer’s use of social media filtration in relation to
obtaining a pre-determined goal has been proven effective, other research underpinned by the Technology Acceptance Model, as an appropriate means for e-commerce adoption, to evaluate the ease-of-use [3, 13] has argued the generation of more unplanned purchases, as compared to social media filtration for pre-determined goal related purchases [14]. 45% of the embedded websites on Pinterest are e-commerce based or blogging websites [11], while other research indicates that 93.4% of images posted are linked to external websites, including Google, Blogspot or Tumblr [15], giving Pinterest the capabilities of expanding and encouraging online consumption. Furthermore, the likelihood of a consumer using the online medium for purchasing, is directly linked and influenced by the effortlessness of the given technology or ‘ease-of-use’ and ultimately enhances consumer performance or productivity in the process, resulting in the ending outcome or rather obtaining the purchasing goal [2]. The following hypothesis is therefore posed:

- Visual consumption will be more frequent than actual consumption through Pinterest.

B. eWOM’s Influential Role on Consumer Behaviour

The transformation of WOM to eWOM through the development of social media platforms has identified eWOM as the behavior of liking, sharing, commenting or, in the case of Pinterest, pinning [3, 9]. However, as the popularity of social media continues to grow, the influence of eWOM on consumer behavior has become widely accepted and researched [6, 9], primarily by marketers, in order to capture and interpret their targeted audience. In fact, attitude-defining consumer behavior, through an individual’s trusted social network, has been argued to be more influential than traditional marketing methods, given the social communities were curated by the individuals they deem trustworthy for brand information dissemination and therefore spurring eWOM [3,7]. By sharing, or ‘pinning’ an image, the user voluntarily provides information to their social community of their personal brand or category-related preference and, therefore, stimulates eWOM [7]. Pinterest and Instagram, both image-based, have weaker research related to engagement or eWOM behaviors, however each have different motivations for use or gathering, sharing and disseminating information [9]. Additionally, several eWOM studies have related to key influencing factors as tie strength, homophily, trust, normative influence and informational influence [7], which is a diversion from the significantly impactful research [6] that defined cognitive, emotional and behavioral consumer engagement dimensions as a foundation for further research. It could be argued that tie strength, closeness of family and friends, as compared to acquaintances, suggests stronger influence of eWOM engagement, as well as homophily of common denominator socioeconomic characteristics [7]. Supported by past research, the following hypothesis is posed:

- If social connections within the user’s community have pinned a common interest, there will be a Positive Influence for the user to re-pin the image.

C. Socioeconomic Status Influence on Consumer Behaviour

An individual’s socioeconomic status can be defined by social class characteristics, involving their individual resources, encompassing household income, occupation, education level and family status [16]. These defined characteristics have encouraged research in the arena of marketing and e-commerce as indicators and influencers for consumer behavior, as well as more increasingly with online consumer behavior research [17]. However, gender differentials towards consumer behavior has also been extensively studied [3, 4, 5, 18], while statistical data [19] supporting Pinterest use warrants further socioeconomic analysis for consumer and Pinterest behaviors.

In addition, a narrowed demographic to only include college age students, indicated that a satisfactory outcome through using Pinterest was a desire to achieve an authentic experience, while the results led to higher personal expression and organization, as well as a sense of close-cultural identity [20]. However, some research has proposed that social distance outweighs the significance of customer characteristics towards consumer behavior influence [8]. Education and income factors studied have been mostly related to self-efficacy or an individual’s technological capability to understand and use web-based tools [17] and a heightened use of social media as a consumption medium typically representing younger generations. Similarly, income, as a reflection of one’s occupational status, may only initially bear influence towards online shopping until the self-efficacy has been thoroughly developed; therefore, no longer placing a high-level of influence on online consumer behavior [17]. Expanding upon past research to include other socioeconomic factors, the following two hypotheses are posed:

- Occupation positively correlates with the user’s interests and pinboards; and
- Family status positively correlates with the user’s interests and pinboards.

III. METHOD

This research adopted a mixed-method approach to obtain superior qualities of a combination method, enticing triangulation for a multiple procedural research approach to optimize the validation of results [21]. This allowed for a sequential explanatory mixed-method, where the primary data, collected in the first phase, was categorized by a quantitative method, utilizing an online questionnaire of 50 valid respondents, and further substantiated in the second phase utilizing a qualitative method derived by four semi-structured interviews to provide a more thorough understanding and explanation of consumer behavior related to the quantitative results of the first phase [22]. Facilitating the quantitative data collection, a structured survey optimizing the use of Likert Scales [23] was used, supporting a survey strategy where the researcher pre-determined the selected responses to eliminate any biases that could potentially affect the results, whilst SurveyHero.com was the facilitating tool for distribution of the online questionnaire. The quantitative data collection aimed to address the four hypotheses posed, with the subsequent qualitative data collection aimed to address the three key themes, through utilizing non-standardized, semi-structured
IV. RESULTS

A. Behavioural and Social Influence Results

Table 1 illustrates three new variables calculated to encompass pinning behaviors, consumer behaviors and social influences. Given the means, pinning behavior not only represented the highest mean, but also the highest standard deviation, which is significantly higher than consumer behavior’s mean and standard deviation. Founded upon the same Likert Scale whilst represented by the average of the five social and socioeconomic questions, the participants’ perceptive level of influence and similarity amongst their social connections represented a relatively low-medium mean, as well as a low standard deviation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Formula</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>S.D.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pinning Behavior</td>
<td>( \text{Frequency of use} \times \text{probability of pinning} )</td>
<td>13.58</td>
<td>7.892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumer Behavior</td>
<td>( \text{Probability of clicking link} \times \text{purchasing probability} )</td>
<td>6.78</td>
<td>3.699</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Influence</td>
<td>( \text{avg. social similarities and socioeconomic statuses} )</td>
<td>2.12</td>
<td>0.587</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Pinboard Ranking and Socioeconomic Results

Through the use of Chi-Square testing on all three pinboard tiers and individual socioeconomic factors, statistical significances were determined \( (p<0.05) \), however not all individual socioeconomic levels were deemed significant. Those who were “in a relationship” showed a significant association for Women’s Style in the second tier and Education in the third tier, whilst the “engaged” population associated with Design in the first tier and Weddings in the second tier for pinboard rankings. Although more than half (56%) was either “married” or “married with child(ren),”, there were no significant associations detected within the three-tier ranking.

However, nearly all occupations indicated some level of significant associations with at least one tier in the rankings. Business professionals, representing 32% of the sample, indicated the same significant association levels for Women’s Style in the first and second tier. Additionally, Humor and Travel were associated on the second and third levels, respectively. Similarly, Teachers, representing 26% of the sample, indicated significant association levels for Education in both the first and second tiers, whilst the Kids pinboard also proved significant in the second tier, yet slightly less significant than Education.

Overall, the first tier’s responses represented 13 different pinboards, whilst the second and third tier responses contained 15 and 19, respectively. The first tier was more concentrated around the Food pinboard \( (N=22, 44\%) \), whereas the second and third tiers were diversified between Do-It-Yourself (DIY), \( (N=10, 20\%) \) and Home \( (N=8, 16\%) \), accordingly. The Food pinboard was the only pinboard that was either the top or second highest pinboard within each tier consistently, whereas Home, Holiday & Party, and Kids became higher ranked as the tiers increased.

C. Proposed Framework

Figure 1 represents the proposed research framework, as an extension of not only the Uses and Gratification (U&G) model, where underlying motivations and engagements of consumption through social media are examined, but also a past Pinterest study [3] to include the pre-determined motivations and additional behavioral and socioeconomic variables, as identified in Section A of the results. Similarly, bivariate correlations amongst the motivations were performed to explain the associated degree of relationship between two variables, indicating significant correlation (significant at the .01 level; 2-tailed) between virtual exploration and cuisine \( (r=-.367, n=50, p=.009, p<.01) \), and between cuisine and creative projects \( (r=-.391, n=50, p=.005, p<.001) \).
V. DISCUSSION

A. Visual Consumption will be more Frequent than Actual Consumption through Pinterest

Quantitatively, 80% (n=40) of respondents indicated that they would never or almost never purchase through Pinterest, whereas the remaining 20% (n=10) would only occasionally purchase through Pinterest, leading to accepting or failure to reject this hypothesis of visual consumption occurring more often than actual consumption through Pinterest. Additionally, the higher mean of Pinning Behavior compared to Consumer Behavior variable supports the accepting of the hypothesis. However, qualitatively, the interviewees’ indicated some indifference, where half of the interviewees had a tendency to make actual purchases inspired by their curated pins, yet the difference in actual purchases lie amongst the vehicle of either online or in-store, dependent upon the purchasing item in question for not only quality purposes, but also preference of the experiential-orientated consumer [25, 26]. Some [27] argue that the use of multichannel evaluation for consumption can vary dependent on the phase in which the consumer is at in their decision-making process and information gathering process, leading to exploration (similar to visual consumption for a future purchase), online purchases and in-store purchases.

B. If Social Connections within a User’s Community have pinned a common interest, there will be a Positive Influence for the user to re-pin the image

The perception of influence of similar social status towards re-pinning ranged from not influential at all (36%, n=18) to somewhat influential (38%, n=19), whilst 86% (n=43) viewed their socioeconomic status similarity compared to their peers as either somewhat or very similar. The Chi-Square test between the similarity of a user’s socioeconomic status similarity with their social connections compared to their influence of re-pinning provided no statistical significance and, therefore, fails to accept this hypothesis.

Qualitative analysis provided clarification where 3/4 indicated that their social connections are similar socioeconomically, yet there is not a significant influence towards re-pinning the same images, similar to a prior study [4] where pin characteristics were viewed more influential than social characteristic similarities, whilst opposing another study’s results [7] where relational tie strength encouraged more eWOM behavioral characteristics. However, notice was taken of similar trends with their peers’ pinning behavior, specifically in the DIY, Home, Education and Kids pinboards, which inherently some correlated with the interviewee’s shared occupation (e.g. teacher) or family status (e.g. married with a child). Therefore, despite the quantitative rejection of this hypothesis, qualitative findings indicate there is some influential relationship or rather shared categorical inspirations.
amongst those users with similar socioeconomic statuses. However, the re-pinning influence is not significant, supporting the informational behaviors driven by knowledge gathering through observations of online peers, as compared to normative behaviors [7, 28].

C. Occupation Positively correlates with the User’s Interests and Pinboards

In the proposed research framework, statistical significance indicated the highest quantity of pinboard rankings amongst the business professionals and self-employed individuals, however there were more first-tier pinboards (i.e. Art, Design, DIY) for self-employed individuals, where business professionals only had one first-tier variable of Women’s Fashion. Additionally, teachers demonstrated significance for the Education pinboard in both the first and second-tiers, whilst the Kids pinboard was significant at the second-tier level, as these categories had direct relationships with their occupation. While the separation of individual occupations to the pinboard rankings, proved significance in certain pinboards across the three tiers, not all directly related to the occupational characteristics. However, taking into consideration all occupations as a unified variable and the individual motivations examined in this study, there was no statistical significance between the variables, therefore rejecting the hypothesis based on the quantitative analysis.

Congruently, the qualitative interviews indicated a weak relationship between the interviewees’ occupational status and influence on their first-tier ranking, where three-fourths preferred Food, whilst the other indicated Education, as it directly related to her occupation (i.e. teacher). Subsequently, the second and third-tiers elaborated on more creative-based boards, including DIY, Design and Beauty, where the underlying motivation was virtual exploration with the goal of obtaining inspirational content. The third-tier rankings varied across Women’s Style, Design, Photography and Home, where only Women’s Style and Business Professional showed statistical significance in the research framework, but not on a third-tier level, ultimately leading to the agreement of the quantitative findings to reject this hypothesis.

D. Family Status positively correlates with the User’s interests and pinboards

The research framework generated in this study elicits two family statuses, “in a relationship” and “engaged” as holding a statistical significance each with two variables of pinboard rankings. Those “in a relationship” showed significance in the second and third-tiers, representing Women’s Style and Education respectively, whilst those that were “engaged” showed significance in the first and second-tiers, representing Design and Weddings, which could arguably be related to interests and characteristics associated with an engaged individual. Given only one-third of the family statuses listed were statistically significant, a rejection of this hypothesis could be warranted on a quantitative analysis basis. Yet, through qualitative analysis, the clarity of family status’ influence towards pinning behavior was very relevant for three interviewees, with the most significant one relating nearly all her motivations for Pinterest usage and motivations driven by exploration for her child and home, which she had recently purchased with her husband. Furthermore, interviewees with both “single” and “in a relationship” statuses did not see a direct influence of their family status towards their own pinning behaviors, however, both interviewees noticed similar pinning behaviors amongst their peers with similar family status, specifically those “married” and “married with children”. In fact, these two interviewees also noticed interesting to explore what pins they had curated and find similar patterns to their own interests, despite having different family statuses. However, it has been argued [9] that homophily influence discourages access to a diverse range of information and knowledge, therefore encouraging similar interest amongst those with indicating homophily and thus an argument could be warranted to accept this hypothesis, as family status through the qualitative findings repeatedly enticed a strong influential relationship.

VI. CONCLUSION

Since its inception in 2010, Pinterest has not only rapidly grown in popularity, but also increased interest for academics and researchers alike, as it serves as a strong medium to evaluate consumption behaviors, eWOM and social curation behaviors, as well as demographic characteristics of Pinterest users. Yet, a gap was identified in past studies where a more comprehensive view of potential influential socioeconomic factors was neglected, in relation to Pinterest and consumer behavioral traits. This research aimed to answer not only the socioeconomic influences for Pinterest-inspired consumption, but also provide a comparison of actual versus visual consumption use of Pinterest.

Expanding upon a past Pinterest-based research framework [3], was the inclusiveness of additional intervening variables, whilst incorporating the already pre-determined exploratory Pinterest motivations. This study identified socioeconomic factors with the supporting statistical significant pinboard rankings, whilst structuring the variables’ relationships with motivations, pinning behaviors and social influences, and ultimately illustrated the overall consumer behavior through Pinterest. The triangulation of the research methodology allowed for the critical findings extending into a discussion to assess the four hypotheses amongst both the quantitative and qualitative findings, all of which were founded upon the three key themes of consumption of pins, influence of eWOM and socioeconomic influences.

As the sample population concentrated on the Midwest United States only, an expansion of geographical regions is suggested to not only increase the sample population size and thus increasing the likelihood of data reliability, but also to provide a stronger criticality of regional differences in consumer and Pinterest behaviors and their underlying socioeconomic influences through the optimization of this study’s proposed research framework.
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